
LMQ Level 6 Graduate Diploma in Islamic Banking and Finance
Management

Qualification specification

Qualification’s objective This qualification (120 credits) aims to help students to develop
a critical understanding of concepts and operating principles
that apply to different types of Islamic banking in comparison to
conventional banking.

Why you should consider
taking this qualification

Applying Islamic principles in banking in modern markets poses
serious challenges for Islamic banks.
The course also provides an overview on Islamic insurance
termed as takaful. The course assumes no previous knowledge of
banking.  Neither  does  it  assume  any  previous  knowledge  of
Islam. The emphasis is on practical implementation of Islamic
finance principles in the real world of finance. The course
consists of six modules.

Any other qualification
which you must have
completed before taking
the qualification

This is a stand-alone qualification but there are entry
requirements.
Applicants must have obtained one of the following:

A UK Degree or Overseas equivalent. Or
3 years minimum supervisory level work experience in Banking
Sector

Units Unit Code Unit Name Credits
L/GIBF201 Islamic  Economic System 20

L/GIBF202 Modes of Shari'ah-Compliant
Transactions

20

L/GIBF203 Islamic Banking Operations 20

L/GIBF204 Governance, Regulation, Accounting
Issues in Islamic Banking

20

L/GIBF205 Introduction to Islamic Insurance 20

L/GIBF206 Risk Regulation and Compliance 20

Any prior knowledge, skills
or understanding

None (provided that you meet the entry criteria
listed above).



which you are required to
have before taking the
qualification

The method of assessment All L.O’s will be assessed based on the written assignment
method.

The criteria against which
your level of attainment
will be measured

Refer to the assessment criteria for each unit.

How long is the course The study programme can be part-time or full time, and the
framework gives centres the flexibility to develop engaging,
relevant programmes to support learners’ professional
development aspirations.


